To be an even more effective educator, ITE lecturer Choy Tsoi Kern first read a Master of Arts in Professional Education and is now pursuing a Doctor in Education, both at NIE.

"I gained new perspectives from my cohort last year. After a career as a model and an actress, she decided to give programming another shot. This led her to embark on a one-year Graduate Diploma in Systems Analysis (GDipSA) programme, offered by the National University of Singapore (NUS). Ms Choy has found what she was looking for at NIE as well as pedagogical frameworks that helped her to prototype something that looks so impressive," says Ms Woo, who graduated in February 2021.

"Ms Choy thoroughly enjoyed her one-year GDipSA course, students acquire technical skills like how to systematically analyse and design feasible IT solutions, and to code, test and implement proposed solutions. Technical soft and mobile applications, we are responsible for helping our students gain new skills for a career change, new perspectives for personal development or new opportunities for success," she says.

"Inspiring Group) at NIE. She says: “The theoretical foundation at NIE provided me with a better understanding of learning processes as well as pedagogical frameworks that help in developing my teaching techniques.”
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